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At 205 reseal spray

Lowyat.NET Forum Advertising Threads Add RSS Feed Response 0 New From Last Visit! Read the latest outline · [ Standard ] · Linear + Maintain all rubber parts, removing squeak, AT205 reseal TSAllnGap April 24 2019, 07:54 AM, updated 11 months preview by this member only | IPv6 | post #1 [ Modding with
Passion(tm) ] just want to ask who got use this product before ?? I try it on squeaking suspension (when hitting bumps) by spraying it on struts and it really works after a night of schedule. Comment » Click to show spoiler - click to hide again... Cars are mainly made of 3 types of materials, mainly steel, rubber and plastic.
The rubber parts will fail first the rubber parts there to seal the oil that keeps the parts moving smoothly and put into dampen vibrations and to keep joints moving. From steering racks, arm joints, motor mounting, cross frame liner, suspension struts, belts are all made of rubber. The rubber will lose its stretching, watering,
hardening and cracking after a few years. All cars behave like after 6 years because all the tires are failing. When it starts to dry and leave, suspending the car and handling itself won't feel like it's new, it feels like a boat cuz bush may be small and certainly your repair bills pile up significantly. Any funny squeaking sound
will also come out, because of the shrinking of the rubber already.so this product is absorbed into the hard rubber and it is elastic again.Only FYI, this product can also be poured into the engine, gearbox, steering wheel to rejuvenat the gasket and rubber seal to prevent oil leakage.Again where there is oil, the rubber
used to seal it. And the tires definitely broke after a few years.List all the rubber parts » Click to show spoiler - click again to hide... «1. Install the engine (spray some of it allow absorption and then spray again cuz the piece rubber is very large, need to let it soak)2. arm3. Front suspension struts4. Steering rubber cover
racks, 2covers on one side 5. Rear wheel suspension sleeve 6. crossmember bush7. wipers LOL8. LOL9 rubber. fan &amp; alternator serpentine beltso u see there are so many things inside the car that we frequently change is all because the rubber fail after a couple of years. The conclusion is that you will replace your
rubber, bill maintenance much less bushing with polyurethane bushing, just show you where the rubber isHow to DIY ??» click to show spoiler - click again to hide... «Buy a bottle of shoppee, then pour it into a spray bottle.During service, from your mechanics to spray on any rubber liner, give them some upah for it they
are happy you are also happy you need your car jacked up to spray all the rubber parts because some of them are deep in the middle. -wSVr4I5PLE dlvN4j6XzrA This was edited by AllnGap: May 3 2019, 08:32 AM Like the same question answer quote here, not sure it will To use it as per video such as TSAllnGap
Response Quotes April 24 2019, 11:03 AM View by This Single Member | IPv6 | Post #3 [ Modding with Passion(tm) ] QUOTE(Remnant_T @ Apr 24 2019, 10:57 AM)Same question here, not sure is it viable to use it as per the videoIt's viable, I've seen many YouTube video where they soak harden rubber to rejuvente it.
I just don't know how long it takes, so let's say spray some every 2 years. They even use this to seal the engine and gasket. This has been edited by AllnGap: April 24 2019, 11:05 am Like WinterAngeLs Response Quote April 24 2019, 12:40 PM View by This Single Member | #4 starting this from where? If it can protect
tires and bushes then it can save a lot of maintenance such as TSAllnGap response quotes April 24 2019, 01:12 PM View by this member only | IPv6 | Post #5 [ Modding with Passion(tm) ] QUOTE(WinterAngeLs @ Apr 24 2019, 12:40 PM)Where to get this? If it can protect tires and bushes then it can save most of the
maintenance ordering a bottle of shopee, is to wait until squeak or too many years before changing because the tires are already dry and cracked then no point d.before it's hard to apply it to soften the back. Some ppl even spray it onto the steering rack and other parts that leak oil from hard rubber seals.Any rubber parts
are sure to be dry and hard to use over the years and heat, especially in our hot climate dlvN4j6XzrA This has been edited by AllnGap: May 2 2019, 10:50 AM Like Quotes Reply Remnant_T April 24 2019, 02:03 PM Views by This Member Only | IPv6 | Post #6 New Member QUOTE(AllnGap @ Apr 24 2019, 11:03 AM)It's
viable, I've seen many YouTube video where they soak harden rubber to rejuvente it. I just don't know how long it takes, so let's say spray some every 2 years. They even use this to seal the engine and gasket. Yes, I have read the product information, it is stated this product can be poured into the engine/gearbox for
rejuvenation of rubber seals, therefore fixing the leakage problem. Do not buy a bottle to spray on my car bush under the miscarriage and rubber parts to protect the part. Like TSAllnGap Response Quotes April 24 2019, 02:11 PM Views by This Member Only | IPv6 | Post #7 [ Modding with Passion(tm) ]
QUOTE(Remnant_T @ Apr 24 2019, 02:03 PM)Yup, I have read the product info, it stated this product can be poured into the engine/ gearbox to rejuvenate the rubber seal, hence fixing the leaking problem. Don't buy a bottle to spray on the liner under my car miscarriage and rubber parts to protect the part.I've read that
some seals transfer using different materials, so it may not work in all cases. Rubber seals, then yes definitely work.Anyway, many car problems can be prevented, especially this problem rubber parts.Long ago, the use of grease on rubber joints part Maintenance was preventive, guess which is bad for Like Quote Reply
abubin May 3 2019, 12:35 PM Show posts by this member only | #9 look at all my stars!! Someone has to make a bulk purchase on this like Quote Abubin May 3 2019, 05:52 PM Show posts by this member only | #10 look at all my stars!! 303 Protector .3.78541l AllnGap -1/2 gallon - RM200ware^Wolf -1/4 gallon -
RM100abubin - 1/8 gallon - RM50remaining - 1/8 gallonRm50 for 1/8 gallon ... This was edited by abubin: May 3, 2019, 05:52 PM Like a Speedy3210 Response Quote May 3, 2019, 06:26 PM Views by This Member Only | #11 Start Quote(abubin @ May 3 2019, 05:52 PM)303 Bodyguard.3.78541l AllnGap -1/2 Gallon -
3.78541l AllnGap RM200ware^wolf -1/4 gallon - RM100abubin - 1/8 gallon - RM50remaining - 1/8 gallonRm50 for 1/8 gallon... Pls booked the remaining 1/8 for me. TQ. Can I update the list myself? Like Quote Reply Kosumaledoko May 4 2019, 10:07 PM Show posts by this member only | #12 started to see Scotty's
video too. I just sprayed them with liquid wrench silicon spray, sprayed them on bushings and driving shaft boots. Safe in rubber and plastic. You can jack up your car using a car jack and spray on those bushes, without having to visit the workshop. Like Quote Reply TSAllnGap May 4 2019, 10:23 PM Show posts by this
member only | IPv6 | Post #13 [ Modding with Passion(tm) ] QUOTE(Kosumaledoko @ May 4 2019, 10:07 PM)Saw the Scotty video too. I just sprayed them with liquid wrench silicon spray, sprayed them on bushings and driving shaft boots. Safe in rubber and plastic. You can jack up your car using a car jack and spray
on those bushes, without having to visit workshop.no thanks I don't want the car jack to slip and crush my head. Silicone rubber spray la not young, get rid of squeaks only mechs it better like kosumaledoko response quotes May 4 2019, 10:26 pm View by this single member | #14 start it doesn't rejuvene, it's just a coat to
protect it. Maybe it could delay the oxidation process. This was edited by Kosumaledoko: May 4 2019, 10:28 pm Like TSAllnGap Response Quote May 11 2019, 02:17 PM Views by This Single Member | IPv6 | Post #15 [ Modding with Passion(tm) ] guys, reached d, can COD tonight and tomorrow night 9PM at SS15
PELITA LRT there303 protectant. Remote Control 4503.78541l AllnGap -1/2 gallon - RM200ware^wolf -1/4 gallon - RM110abubin - 1/8 gallon - RM55speedy3210 - 1/8 gallon - RM55Rm55 for 1/8 gallon ... This was edited by AllnGap: Jun 9 2019, 08:20 AM Like Quote Reply TSAllnGap Jun 9 2019, 08:20 AM Show posts
by this member only | IPv6 | Post #16 [ Modding with Passion(tm) ] anyone wants the 303 ??? Like Quote Reply biotin Jun 9 2019, 10:13 AM Show posts by this member only | Post #17 New Member QUOTE(AllnGap @ Jun 9 2019, 08:20 AM)anyone wants the 303 ??? I! how much? Like TSAllnGap Jun 9 2019, 10:14
AM Views by This Member Only | IPv6 | #18 [ Modding with Passion(tm) ] QUOTE(biotin @ Jun 9 2019, 10:13 AM)Me ! How much ?remote control 55 for 475ml. Pls prepare your bottle. Can I reply today code in PJ area such as abubin Jun 10 2019, 12:51 pm views by this member only | #19 look at all my stars!! Just for
updates. I met with Brother Alengup he was kind enough to drop by my area and shared some of his knowledge on the use of AT205 and 303 protectors. Super boy! I now have used it on my dashboard and plastic covers outside my car. This will create a layer of shiny oil on the surface like when you use water to clear
your dash. except it doesnt dry out like water . This was edited by abubin: Jun 10 2019, 12:52 PM Like Quote Reply cempedaklife Jul 15 2019, 06:56 AM Show posts by this member only | #20 Professor Decoy Boutgh at 205. I realized that this app is 'true'. Is it best to add to the engine oil, the engine without leaking
whatsoever. I'm just thinking about preventive maintenance. Car is going to be 8 years old like idoblu reply quote August 4 2019, 05:29 PM Views by this member only | IPv6 | #21 Star For Sale Quote(AllnGap @ April 24 2019, 01:12 PM)I order a bottle of shopee, that is to wait until squeak or too many years before
changing because the tires are already dried and cracked and then no point d.before it's hard to apply it to soften back. thanks , bro . Going to shed some on my engine to see if it could stop minor leaks such as TSAllnGap response quotes August 4 2019, 05:31 PM View by this member only | IPv6 | Post #22 [Modding
with Passion(tm) ] QUOTE(idoblu @ Aug 4 2019, 05:29 PM)Thanks bro. Going to shed some in my engine to see if it can cause a minor leak after you shed make sure you stop driving it. Dont pour and leave itLet engine run ya Like Quote Reply idoblu Aug 4 2019, 05:34 PM Show posts by this member only | IPv6 | Send
#23 Star For Sale Quote(AllnGap @ Aug 4 2019, 05:31 PM)After you pour make sure you drive it. Does the pour and leave itLet engine run ya1.5cc engine use half bottle enough? How long do you have to run? Like TSAllnGap Response Quote August 4 2019, 05:38 PM Views by This Member Only | IPv6 | Post #24 [
Modding with Passion(tm) ] QUOTE(idoblu @ Aug 4 2019, 05:34 PM)1.5cc engine use half a bottle enough? Need to run how long?15-20min. Like Quote Reply idoblu Aug 4 2019, 05:50 PM Show posts by this member only | IPv6 | Post #25 stars for sale [quote=AllnGap,Aug 4 2019, 05:38 PM]15-20min.thanks again,
hope it can solve my problem Like Quote Reply Chrix Aug 5 2019, 10:32 PM Show posts by this member only | #26, any differences for those who have applied this to their suspension bits? Like september cempedaklife response quotes 2019, 11:22 AM Views by This Single Member | #27 Master Decoy I've just applied
it in recent weeks. Sure, sure. A while more before res posting resulted. Like kyan reply quotes :) December 23, 2019, 11:15 am viewed by this single member | IPv6 | #28 SOH does it work to guide Bush? Stabilizer Bush? Like Quote Reply TSAllnGap Dec 23 2019, 11:24 PM Show posts by this member only | IPv6 | Post
#29 [ Modding with Passion(tm) ] +Dec 23 2019, 11:15 PM--&gt;QUOTE(kyan @ Dec 23 2019, 11:15 PM)Does it work for steering bush? Stabilizer Bush? As long as the rubber can be applied. Like Quote Reply TSAllnGap Dec 24 2019, 10:59 AM Show posts by this member only | IPv6 | Post #31 [ Modding with
Passion(tm) ] QUOTE(Pain4UrsinZ @ Dec 24 2019, 10:56 AM)What ingredients are used?Actually I found the main ingredients, but having to buy something like Tang simen MOQ.i don't know how to clear up much, so like cempedaklife response quotes December 24 2019 don't bother, 11:14 AM View by this member
only | Post #32 Master Decoy QUOTE(cempedaklife @ Sep 17 2019, 11:22 AM)i've just applied it in recent week. I wait a little longer before posting result.so back.I spray it everywhere. The mountabsorber mount.lower arm busheverything related to the absorbent tyre in the gas capbear in my mind it's all pointed with
spray without removing and jacking up the car (I just turn the wheel out of the way).I feel it helps with bits of squeaking when going over the bump with the absorbent.But. Now I hear tremors (but don't feel) when unemployed. The damaged body is clean for more than a year. I suppose it's a motorcyclist giving way. It's an
8-year-old car anyway and I suspected going out it would soon ask b4. And it doesn't help with the rubber part of the gas cap (though I just sapu a little bit). I changed the gas cap and other gas smells after a drive from that side.If I know this product earlier, I could have applied earlier and see how it goes. Like Quote
Reply TSAllnGap Dec 24 2019, 11:26 AM Show posts by this member only | IPv6 | Post #33 [ Modding with Passion(tm) ] QUOTE(cempedaklife @ Dec 24 2019, 11:14 AM)so i'm back.i've sprayed it everywhere. The mountabsorber mount.lower arm busheverything related to the absorbent tyre in the gas capbear in my
mind it's all pointed with spray without removing and jacking up the car (I just turn the wheel out of the way).I feel it helps with bits of squeaking when going over the bump with the absorbent.But. Now I hear tremors (but don't feel) when unemployed. The damaged body is clean for more than a year. I suppose it's a
motorcyclist giving way. It's an 8-year-old car anyway and I suspected going out it would soon ask b4. And it doesn't help with the rubber part of the gas cap (though I just sapu a little bit). I changed the gas cap and other gas smell after a drive from the other side.If I know this product earlier, I'd ask earlier and see how it
goes.Actually I managed to secure a big bottle, I've gone to To apply in tyres.my rubber type specifications are low, after applying it, it's not so bouncing anymore. I wanted to get a hardness measurement tool to measure and see the difference......... That's a smarter test like cempedaklife response quotes December 24
2019, 11:30 AM view by this single member | #34 Professor Decoy Quote (AllnGap @ December 24 2019, 11:26 AM) Actually I managed to secure a large bottle, I've gone to the extreme to apply on my tyres.my tires kind of low profile, after applying it, it's not so bouncing anymore. I wanted to get a hardness
measurement tool to measure and see the difference......... Which more accurate testingi tot theoretically is it not worth applying on the tire? yes. I have no qualm to apply this to external use.I'm only comfortable to put into the engine, when now my engine doesn't have any signs.I think a quarter of my left bottle.I will re-
apply maybe half a year further down the road. It has been edited by cempedaklife: December 24 2019, 11:30 am Like TSAllnGap Reply Quote December 24 2019, 11:37 AM View by This Single Member | IPv6 | Post #35 [ Modding with Passion(tm) ] QUOTE(cempedaklife @ Dec 24 2019, 11:30 AM)i tot theoretically its
not worth it to apply on tyre?  yes. I have no qualm to apply this to external use.i'm only comfortable to put into the engine, when now my engine doesn't have symptom.my 800 tires per tube. It's definitely worth it I've gone through hundreds of reviews on Amazon, one of the big is that the man never run the engine after
shedding. The chemicals go into the oil pan and soften the color. The color got blocked in the oil filter GG overhaul engine if you want to put into the engine should make sure you run it after shedding it.Then 2-3 days later do the service so basically drain everything. Like Quote Reply Zack Styler Dec 24 2019, 02:30 PM
Show posts by this member only | Post #36 Regular QUOTE(cempedaklife @ Dec 24 2019, 11:14 AM)so i'm back.i've sprayed it everywhere. The mountabsorber mount.lower arm busheverything related to the absorbent tyre in the gas capbear in my mind it's all pointed with spray without removing and jacking up the car
(I just turn the wheel out of the way).I feel it helps with bits of squeaking when going over the bump with the absorbent.But. Now I hear tremors (but don't feel) when unemployed. The damaged body is clean for more than a year. I suppose it's a motorcyclist giving way. It's an 8-year-old car anyway and I suspected going
out it would soon ask b4. And it doesn't help with the rubber part of the gas cap (though I just sapu a little bit). I changed the gas cap and other gas smells after a drive from the other side.If I know this product sooner, I'd apply earlier and see how it goes.Mind to ask do you notice some improvement in comfort levels?
Since rubber bushes are sprinkled like cempedaklife response quotes December 24 2019, 03:34 PM By This Single Member | Post #37 Master Decoy QUOTE(Zack Styler @ Dec 24 2019, 02:30 PM)mind to ask did you notice some improvement in the comfort level? Since the rubber bushes are sprinkled, you're good.
It's not snake oil. It can only make young rubber the better main part I feel improving comfort levels. But some squeaking sound is gone. Like Quote Reply Zack Styler Dec 24 2019, 03:46 PM Show posts by this member only | Post #38 Regular QUOTE(cempedaklife @ Dec 24 2019, 03:34 PM)Well. It's not snake oil. It
can only make young rubber the better main part I feel improving comfort levels. But some squeaking sound is gone.It looks good... It's time to give a try like cempedaklife response quote February 17, 2020, 9:29 AM Views by this single member | #39 Master Decoy is well... what do we know . i always wanted to do it ,
but we dont have time . The first time I did it, it's very pointed and fast not so much affect.so of the age of my car, I feel like the wind sound of the door panel is louder (thought I felt my gut only), especially on the highway.I took some time last weekend to ask the AT205 to stamp the rubber on the door and body of the car
(door frame). I let the door open during all-time exerts so as to make space for the tires to recover. I took him for a drive the next day, and wow, it looks a little different. Even when you close the door, he feels... Rejuvenating, with the sound of squash from rubber protecting the closure of your door.Thought my own
thinking too. But today I got a little drive definitely improved for an age car like a normhen response quote May 10 2020, 10:58 AM views by this single member | #40 new member quote(abubin @ May 3 2019, 05:52 PM)303 Protector .3.78541l AllnGap -1/2 gallon - RM200ware^wolf -1/4 gallon - RM100abubin - 1/8
gallon - RM50remaining - 1/8 gallonrm50 for 1/8 gallon... Do you still happen to happen to sell some extras you want? Like windtwc response quotes September 4 2020, 12:55 views by this single member | IPv6 | #41 new member anyone knows to buy at-205? This post has been edited by windtwc: Sep 4 2020, 12:55
PM Like Quote Reply « Next Oldest · The Fast &amp; The Angry · Newest Next » All Rights Reserved 2002- 2020 Vijandren Ramadass (~unite against racism ~) ~)
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